Use Case Ebook
A guide to help you discover new solutions to build in Neota

Introduction
Solutions - whilst they are almost always the quintessential value consideration when

Use this ebook for inspiration - but don’t forget to keep your own business

evaluating a platform, often the most difficult part of a platform customer’s journey is the

processes in mind, and think creatively about potential solutions for you.

identification and design of those solutions.

Don’t just limit this thought process to your department. Engage stakeholders

So it makes sense to start there with this ebook.
Identification and design begins with empathy. In its most literal form, empathy refers to
one’s ability to understand and share the feelings of another.
In the context of solutions, it’s the ability to gather information on your intended audience.
• First, the identification of your end users; and
• Second, the understanding of their behaviors, motivations, and dare I say it –
pain points.
Once empathy is established, ideation and definition comes next. It’s a chance
to encourage reflection and evaluation of factors such as:
• Viability
• Return on Investment (ROI)
• Feasibility
• Resourcing & Timeline
To help you on your way, we’ve put together this ebook focusing on key solutions and
examples from different industries and business verticals.
Before setting off to explore our numerous solutions, it is useful to consider what unifies
all the examples we will discuss. Neota provides a no-code development platform,
which allows almost anyone to develop meaningful solutions. We are breaking down the
barrier between subject matter experts and the phenomenon of solution development.
Beyond that, the possibilities are endless.

in other departments to explore processes that could be improved.
Neota is a true enterprise-wide platform.

We have split this ebook into two sections:
Corporates and Law Firms.

SOLUTIONS MIND MAP

One Platform.

Endless Solutions.
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Corporate Solutions
When we engage with corporate clients, discussion usually begins with a single
departmental vertical. Soon, these discussions lead us to engage with key
stakeholders across all areas of the business as they see the advantages of a
single platform powering a multitude of solutions across the business, rather than
investing in a number of off-the-shelf point solutions that only benefit a single
department and pain point they are trying to solve.
Corporate Departments are constantly challenged to deliver more, faster, and with
fewer resources. Neota allows them to transform their expertise into digital solutions
and ensure their knowledge can be accessed, at scale, to their entire business.

PROCESS HIGHLIGHT

Below is an example MSA automation solution, built using
Neota’s Workflow Designer.

Example Solutions
Document Drafting and Workflow Management
Non Disclosure Agreement (NDA) Automation
Create a bespoke solution that supports the full creation, negotiation, execution,
and filing of your NDAs. Generate NDAs from an intuitive digital questionnaire
and facilitate the approval and signature process seamlessly with Neota’s click
and drag Workflow Designer.
Track the NDA approval process with Neota’s built-in analytics capabilities.
Master Services Agreement (MSA) Automation
Don’t just stop at NDAs! Build an intuitive and intelligent workflow solution
to automate the creation of Master Services Agreements and corresponding
Schedules for new clients. Add document storage and search functions
to allow users to find existing MSAs for current clients and the creation of
new Schedules as needed.
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Add Contract Negotiation Features to any Workflow in two ways:
Open Negotiation

An enhancement to any Neota document automation and Workflow solution, the
Neota platform allows users to incorporate redlining capabilities to facilitate
the negotiation component of any desired workflow requirement.
As the draft document moves back and forth between parties, the redlining tool
tracks and displays users’ decisions, changes to text, comments, and replies. The
controlling user accepts or rejects changes and resolves comments through
each stage of negotiation. When an agreement is reached, the final document is
generated and advanced for electronic signature and filing.
2.

Digital Departure Table

In conjunction with - or in lieu of - Neota’s redlining capabilities, the platform
also enables negotiation to occur through a departure table. By ‘digitalizing’

Agreed upon Procedures (and other Compliance Audits)
An Agreed-Upon Procedures is a piece of engagement which an auditor is
engaged to carry out those procedures of an audit nature.
Commonly, such auditing procedures are governed by a set of Agreed Standards
such as the Auditing & Assurance Standards Board in Australia.
These Standards cover:
• What an AUP Engagement Letter should cover;
• How an AUP engagement should be prepared; and
• What the final report should look like.
The existence of these Standards allow Neota’s professional service customers to
digitalize their AUP procedures for the following reasons:
1. Existence of a pro forma engagement letter and report template
for clients as issued by a regulatory body;
2. Automate interactions between the auditor, client,

your document, the departure table allows specific clauses to be selected and

and third-party through Workflow;

negotiated by each controlling user. Negotiation is done through a departure table

3. AUP can be agreed to and tracked by all three parties

format so that the first column is always the default clause and new columns are

and before engagement is to commence;

added as more rounds of amendments are undertaken.

4. Final report sign-off/attestation can be made
through electronic signature;

PROCESS HIGHLIGHT

5. Customers are able to view exceptions found by

Below is an example Departure Table negotiation workflow, built using Neota’s

the engagement team in real time.

Workflow Designer.

PROCESS HIGHLIGHT

A sample process is scoped out below utilizing Neota’s Workflow Designer:
Solution 1: Engagement Letter Creation
• Engagement Letter is completed and signed off by the auditor;
• The pro forma engagement letter template as found in the Standards
are used in this solution. This can be customized to suit client needs.
Solution 2: Field Work and Report
• Solution 2 to document field work and evidence as per the AUP agreed to in the
Engagement Letter.
• Auditors can create their own work papers in each engagement solution per the
agreed to AUP.
• The field work is documented in Solution 2 and a final report is created (Template
is used from the Standards).

Case Study

• The report is signed off (attestation) by the lead audit partner and sent to the

Hear it from our customers

client and any third parties who have a vested interest in the AUP outcome.

Read our case study from Wesfarmers for more information on this solution.
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HR Recruitment and Onboarding Solution
Automate the Recruitment, employment letter generation and signature, and
onboarding process for your HR department.
PROCESS HIGHLIGHT

An example solution scope is set out below. All Applications are created as Tasks
for Neota Workflow Designer:
Solution 1: Recruitment – Application Process
• Job description is posted on an organization’s website through an application
that is embedded on the company careers website.
• Potential applicants review the job description and click ‘Apply’ which takes them
to an application.
• Each applicant is given a unique identifier number.

Solution 2: Hiring Manager Review
• Two options:
• An app link is sent to the hiring manager with the applicant’s answers; or
• A Question & Answer Report is sent to the hiring manager
• Once a hiring manager is satisfied with an employee, he/she sends an email
(from Solution 2) to the applicant asking him/her to come in for an interview
Solution 3: Interview
• Interview notes are completed within Solution 3 and saved
Solution 4: Reference Check
• Reference checks can be automatically sent (with information retrieved
from the applicant’s original answers) by email to referees listed by the applicant.
Solution 5: Shortlist for Review and Approval

• Solution 1 asks (and stores) a number of question/answers from the applicant,
for example:

• The following information is sent to the CEO (or appropriate person)

• Name;

for final approval through Solution 5:

• Address;

• Original applicant answers;

• Contact Number;

• Interview notes;

• Email;

• Referee reference.

• Past working experience (instance table);
• Education/qualifications (instance table);

Solution 6: Employment Letter Generation Workflow

• Desired Salary;

Employee letter generator: A draft letter is sent to the hiring manager for approval or

• Names of referees;

further editing. Once approved, the letter can be sent to the new employee for signature.

• Referee email and contact number;

Example Solution

• Permission to contact referees;

A particular Neota corporate customer had a department that was frequently hiring

• Two open ended questions:

high volumes of admin workers. However, the hiring manager needed to go through

i. Why apply for this job?

both legal and HR before they could send an employment letter.

ii. Why apply for a role in a start-up?

Realizing the amount of time HR and Legal was spending on this relatively low-risk

• All answers are stored

process, the customer built a solution whereby the hiring manager was empowered

• Once the user finishes answering the questions in Solution 1, a report is

to automatically draft an employment contract themselves through the solution.

generated and sent to the hiring manager

Questions and logic were built into the solution whereby it would pull from different
variations of clauses (i.e. least restrictive to most restrictive) based on how the
hiring manager answered questions which were normally asked by HR and legal
(i.e. would the employee have access to client lists, would they be working with
confidential information etc).
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Solution 7: New Employee onboarding and Checklist Automation
A Solution to automatically outline a list of key tasks to complete prior to the new
hire’s first day.
As the HR user goes through the Solution, an email is generated from the Solution
to each person/department, responsible for completing these tasks.
The email is accompanied by details of the person’s role, pay etc.
All tasks are tracked by HR for completion through Neota’s data analytics
dashboard. Task status updates are triggered by a return email from the person/
department confirming the tasks have been completed.
Sample Tasks Include (among others):

• Finance: Set up employee in payroll.
• IT: New Hire ID card, laptop, email set up, workstation, telephone
• Direct Report Manager: Start date, suggested activities to do on the first day

Legal Service Request Portal
Automate the end-to-end process of generating, triaging, tracking, and reporting
on legal service requests.
Such a solution takes a business user through the process of generating a request
for legal services to assist with a particular issue relating to employment, contracts,
disputes, or other issues relevant to their business and will automatically generate
notifications to keep business partners updated on the status. Depending on the
type of request, the solution gathers the relevant details in a structured manner
so that when the requests are filed the details can be presented clearly and
consistently to the legal team to evaluate.
The legal team are notified of the request and can triage to a legal team member,
outside counsel, or automatically send through self-help resources.
Using Neota’s built-in data management, reporting, and dashboard capabilities,
legal departments can track legal service requests by region, department,

• To new Hire: What to bring on the first day: bank account information, tax forms, etc.

business unit, or any other criteria.

Self-Evaluation and Performance Review:
Managers can assemble logic-driven questionnaires to assign their employees

Internal Risk Assessment

to complete and review. Using Neota’s analytics capabilities, you can monitor and

Many risk based legislations require companies to undertake frequent risk

manage the review progress. With Neota’s document automation capabilities you

assessments across a division or process. For example, Money Laundering/

can generate bespoke review documentation from the process.

Counter-Terrorism Financing Legislation in Australia requires the reporting entity
to undertake risk assessments across its products or services that may be used

Working from Home Request:

to facilitate money laundering or terrorism financing.

Employees complete a logic driven questionnaire where they can request dates to

A solution was built in response to the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis

work from home. Using Neota’s workflow capabilities, the request is triaged to the

Center’s AML guidance tool for small-to-medium sized businesses. It ensures

appropriate individual for approval or rejection. Once approved the employee is notified

businesses meet the requirements of the Anti-Money and Counter-Terrorism

and the whole process can be monitored in Neota’s built-in analytics capabilities.

Financing Act 2006.
This solution will allow users to generate:
• An overall risk score for each business and regulatory risk
• Treatment/actions to mitigate each risk based
on logic that is set in the solution
• A dynamic risk matrix showing both risk appetite
and where each risk sits on the matrix.
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Risk Heat Map
A risk heat map is a graphical tool used to present the results of a risk assessment
process. Commonly conducted as part of an overarching enterprise risk
management framework, it involves evaluating the likelihood and potential impact
of identified risks.
PROCESS HIGHLIGHT

An example of such a solution created using the Neota platform is mapped below.
This solution facilitates the development of an organizational heat risk map by
individual organizational board members.
Two Solutions
Solution A: Participant Solution
Solution B: Admin Solution to calculate final risk scores and generate output.

An image of a Neota-built Heat Risk Map is shown below:

Concept
Each participant (e.g. Board Member) is given access to Solution A which they would
need to give a likelihood and potential impact rating to each identified risk/question.
For each question, the user needs to determine:
• The likelihood of the risk occurring: and
• The potential impact of that risk to the organization
• Each user’s ratings (likelihood and potential impact) are stored, collated, and
retrieved by Solution B
• Solution B automatically calculates the average rating for each identified risk for
both scales according to how many users there are.
• The average rating for each identified risk is then displayed in a report with a
final risk heat map showing where each identified risk is deemed to sit within the
organization for the next financial year.
• Self-help guides and definitions for ratings and individual risks are shown
throughout the Solution
• A workflow component is also created to track the response rates to Solution A
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Internal Purchasing Management
Business purchasing, big or small, is part and parcel of any corporate organization’s
procurement process. It is the process of acquiring products or services, in line
with internal policies and procedures.
Even in well-planned procurement departments, manual purchasing activities often
involve painstakingly repetitive and time intensive tasks that are prone to errors.
This is greatly exacerbated in time critical situations such as urgent purchases or
employee onboarding.
Automate outdated, labor heavy manual purchasing systems with purchasing
solutions built on the Neota platform. Spend less time on paperwork and manual
approval routing by automating the internal approval workflow and Purchase Order
generation of all internal purchase activities - whether it’s a laptop screen for a new
starter or an enterprise software purchase!

Request for Proposal (RFP) Management
Build a solution using the Neota platform to manage the complete end-to-end RFP
process, including RFP generation, vendor submission, automated weighted score
assignment, review, and analysis.
RFPs are sent in a web-based digital solution to market by email and Vendors are
able to enter their responses through online form inputs. Answers are collected
and can be presented side-by-side for each RFP on demand. Where applicable,
multiple choice answers are automatically weighted based on pre-set logic
parameters and assigned a score. Open-end answers are presented to the
evaluator for manual scoring and integration into the overall response score.
Ensure strict RFP deadlines are met by streamlining vendor communications
(i.e. reminders, clarification) which can all be automated within the Solution. All
communications are then stored against the vendor responses and can be
retrieved at your convenience.

Avoid maverick buying by ensuring every single spend is authorized by the right
delegated stakeholder and every invoice is matched against the purchase order as

A Digital RFP Management Solution will allow you to:

automatic notifications will be sent for each purchase workflow. Where a preferred

• Digitalize your RFP documentation that goes out to respondents

vendor exists against the type of purchase, business users are given access to the

• Allow vendors to submit answers digitally through a solution built

vendor’s approved goods and services list to make the purchase.

on the Neota platform
• Flexibly set criteria granularity to each question and having

Eliminate manual errors such as misspelled vendors, price and volume of order with

it automatically assigned to a particular vendor answer

capabilities such as ensuring automatic discounts are applied to Purchase Orders

• Use an admin solution to retrieve vendor answers and calculate

where factors such as volume are met as pre-agreed with the preferred vendor!

the overall weighted score for their submission (flexibility to use

Utilize Neota’s user-ready analytics capabilities which allows users to track and

a combination of pre-assigned criteria and manual scoring by the vendor)

gain visibility into your organization’s spending through inbuilt data analytics and

• Ability to compare and analyze all vendor weighted scores

dashboard. Use predetermined KPIs to manage approval workflows, budgeting,

and answers on one page.

and delays across all purchasing cycles in your organization.
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Guidelines Advisor
Digital Guidelines Advisor solutions built on the Neota platform empower legal
departments to provide key information to their stakeholders in a few clicks by
allowing them to enter details of their query and see the appropriate sections of
the corresponding internal guidelines instantaneously.
Administrators can access and update those guidelines in real time to ensure that
your users are always accessing the most recent, up to date information. Examples
of guidelines include Gift & Hospitality, insider trading guidelines, GDPR, and more.
Stakeholders are able to access the right resources at their fingertips to guide
them through particular situations.

GDPR Data Transfer

Customers have built solutions to automate and complete these functions,
ensuring compliance under the Scheme. Specifically, these solutions will:
• Undertake an automatic ‘reasonable’ assessment of whether there has been a
serious breach by combining logic built through Neota’s reasoning engine and
user input data for each respective instance of suspected breach;
• Undertake the automated completion of the compulsory Notifiable Data Breach
Statement which will be forwarded to the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC);
• Automatically draft and transmit an email to all individuals whose personal
information is involved in the data breach. This email will include all necessary
content as required by the NDB Scheme. Some customers have built in further
logic to determine who needs to be notified as outlined in the Scheme.

Neota’s GDPR Data Transfer solution assists users in identifying the appropriate

Global Mobility Services

clauses to be used, which would usually require a technical understanding of terms

To manage the global mobility compliance of an organization’s workforce, KPMG, a

such as data controller and data processor.

Neota customer, built the Business Visitor Assist solution.

Create agreements for all your data transfers, and have them e-signed

The solution allows you and your expat employees to:

to ensure an efficient process.

• Input details around your intended travel
• Automates the assessment of each employees’ time overseas from

Project Risk and Assurance Plan

a tax, immigration, and payroll perspective, and sends a personalized
report to each employee

Build solutions that automate the internal corporate risk functions of gathering data

• Tracks and monitors all employees currently working in a foreign country

to a particular client engagement, determining the risks of that engagement, and

• Directs employees to the right VISA online

self-generating a project assurance plan based on risks and mitigation logic within

• Most importantly, a direct line to other service offerings by KPMG

that firm’s risk appetite.

if the client needs further advice on immigration, legal, tax, or other services.

Australian Notification Data Breach (NDB)
The Australian NDB Scheme came into effect on 22 February 2018. The scheme
requires all entities covered by the Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) to report

Case Study

eligible data breaches from that date.

Hear it from our customers

Entities are required to take all reasonable steps to ensure an assessment is

See Neota’s platform in action with KPMG’s Business Visitor Assist solution.

completed within 30 days if they believe a data breach has occurred. If an eligible
data breach is confirmed, as soon as practicable they must provide a statement
to each of the individuals whose data was breached, including details of the
breach and recommendations of the steps individuals should take. A copy of
the statement must also be provided to the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC).
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Our vision
We use this as a demo portal but also this is the vision we have for any customers a suite of solutions built on the Neota platform that utilizes a range of functionalities
and tools the Neota platform offers, and covers a spectrum
of processes/workflows/expertise that can be automated.
The idea is that your stakeholders or customers can get a particular piece
of advice or get a task completed without coming to a Legal, Knowledge
Management, Human Resource, or Procurement professional.
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Law Firms
Neota works with a number of different functions within law firms, all requiring
very different needs.
Neota empowers a number of innovation departments to drive new revenues, boost
efficiencies, and increase productivity within their firm. Using no-code tools, they can
ensure they deliver their innovation strategy at lightning speed by creating new service
models that strengthen client relationships and drive superior growth and profitability.

Internal Compliance Activities
Law firm customers routinely utilize Neota’s hybrid reasoning engine to support
‘reactive automation’ activities that are not only rules-based, but also high volume
and repetitive within a certain process. Often this revolves around compliance
activities such as customer due diligence, employee due diligence, and conflict of
interest checks.

Building Bespoke Solutions for your Clients

GDPR Checklist

Matter Onboarding and Management

A Solution designed to take clients through domain specific questions to assess

Streamline inefficient, manual driven processes surrounding client matter

whether there is a potential to contravene GDPR regulations based on the specific

onboarding with the Neota platform. Integrate the solution at the front end with

facts of an occurrence. The solution generates a bespoke report at the end of the

your CRM system to pre-populate client details with information that exists in your

process advising their client of the associated risk.

firm’s database and highlight missing areas that need to be populated. Continue the
integration at the end to your billing and matter management systems.

Digital Wills and Estate Creation

• Use logic-driven forms created by Neota’s document automation tool, the Word

An automated end-to-end Wills & Estate creation solution that reduces the number

Add-In, to populate any questions, conditional text, and logic variables that are

of manual interactions between a client and lawyer. Utilizing Workflow Designer

required within your client confirmation letter.

and the Word Add-In, the solution replaces the manual tasks of client scheduling,

• Neota’s document automation capabilities will automatically create a bespoke

client interview(s) (data collection) and document drafting with a digital interface.

confirmation letter that will be sent to your client when the matter is completed

Workflow data for each client process is tracked through Neota’s data analytics

as well as notifying all necessary parties.

dashboard.

• The solution can be configured so that any matter can be assigned to the
relevant attorney and marked as complete or reassigned to another individual.

PROCESS HIGHLIGHT

The matter can be tracked through Neota’s data analytics capabilities.

An example process map is shown below.

Case Study
Hear it from our customers
Find out more about how Thommessen built their own matter onboarding solution
in this case study.
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Fee Proposal
An automated end-to-end fee proposal solution that allows clients to submit
data points through a self-serve solution. Data points are ingested into logic/rules/
judgement that has been created using Neota’s hybrid reasoning engine to draft
an initial fee proposal that the client can approve or reject. If approved, further
information is automatically requested from the client which is collated and sent back
to the firm for fee finalization.
PROCESS HIGHLIGHT

An example process map is shown below.

Case Manager
This solution allows for the user to initiate and input details for a case/matter and
for the case to be sent to a reviewer for review and approval. Customizable ‘Action’
functionalities are built into the workflow to allow either the user, reviewer or other
approved business users to ‘Edit’, ‘Re-Assign’, ‘Update Status’, or ‘Send Reminders’
previously inputted user and workflow data.
PROCESS HIGHLIGHT

An example Case Manager workflow is included below. The solution allows for users to:
1. Create and input details for a case/matter (this solution)
2. Send the case to an assigner who can review the case and assign it to an assignee
3. Send the case to the assignee who can manage the case, request reassignment
and mark the case as complete
4. Neatly tied together all cases in a customizable dashboard

Playbook Automation
A document automation solution that is built with logic linked to a digital clause
library so that contracts can be drafted automatically based on certain criteria
parameters or to allow the solution to automatically pull back a relevant position to
present back to third parties, based on their requested amendments.

Client Portals
Client facing solution, usually hosted on the firm’s website that allows clients the
ability to contact your firm 24/7. Clients are able to fill out a logic-driven questionnaire
and route them to the appropriate attorney. Client information can automatically be
logged in third party tools such as your chosen CRM or document management
system via Neota’s broad integration capabilities.
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Revenue Generating Client Solutions
Compliance Monitoring Solutions for Clients
Example 1: For example, a Neota customer built a solution to help their clients
address compliance with the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. The solution is
targeted towards smaller organizations or companies who do not want to invest in
internal compliance resources operating outside the US or who may not have the
financial resources to implement an internal compliance solution.

Case Study
Hear it from our customers
For more information on this solution, read Foley’s case study, on their awardwinning global risk solution.
Example 2: A workflow solution that allows Canadian Corporations to comply with
s 21.1 of the Canada Business Corporations Act (Bill C-86). Bill C-86 requires all
corporations to maintain a Register of individuals with significant control (ISCs) over the
corporation. Corporations are required to take ‘reasonable steps’ to ensure that they
have identified all ISCs and that the register is accurate, complete and up-to-date.
Example 3: CCPA Screening – A solution that guides users through questions to
determine whether CCPA applies to their organization.

Divorce and Separation Advisor
A self-service solution that helps Ontario families involved in separation or divorce
better understand their rights, their responsibilities, the decision they need to make
and the documents they need before going to court.
Built around a four-step framework (Inform, Triage, Connect and Resolve), the
solution will then provide users with a summary report, a guide to the next step and
all documents required to appear before the jurisdictional court.
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A B O U T N E O TA

Neota is the leading no-code platform for the intelligent
automation of processes, documents, and expertise.
The platform provides professionals with pre-built components
to rapidly build intelligent workflow solutions that automate
any aspect of their service, without writing a single line of code.
These solutions empower professionals to deliver access
to their expertise at scale.
Learn more

Request a demo

